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Thematic Discussion: Metaphors of Service  
 
In our daily language, as well as the scientific language, about service, there are a set of 
dominant metaphors used. Metaphors are powerful structures that directs our thinking, 
what we understand as possible, as well as establishes power initiatives. In this panel we 
dissect some of the dominant metaphors, and explore other possible, and maybe 
improbable, metaphors. In doing so, we wish to contribute to a critical perspective on the 
metaphors we design by. The panel-talks will be a fairly well prepared, so the dissections are 
not done on the fly, and the choice of alternative metaphors will also be done beforehand. 
Hopefully the dissections, and the alternatives can be supported with a bit of design work. 
 
Chaired by Stefan Holmlid and Ana Kustrak Korper 
Panelists: Andy Polaine, Zhipeng Duan, Priyanka Rajwade, Shu Hongming, Beatrice Luna 
 
Metaphors that panelists and attendees suggested for using when designing services” 
 
Douglas Driving: I can see something the bonsai metaphor in service design as well! Where 
does the service want to go? 
 
Andy Polaine: Yes indeed. It’s a rich metaphor, but I didn’t want to take up too much time 
going deep! 
 
Andy Polaine: (One of my bonsais just got infested with spider mites – felt like a good 
example of COVID. The tree is currently in quarantine.) 
https://georgelakoff.com/books/philosophy-in-the-flesh/ 
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/ 
 
Douglas Driving: journey 
 
Courtney McKee: Service is a journey 
 
Sandro // serio: performer 
 
Mieke van der Bijl-Brouwer: Fertile ground 
 
Sylvan lobo: Cooking 
 
Gwen: a metaphor to risk 
 
Kris Franks: Melting pot 
 
Dr Ravi Mahamuni: mapping 
 
Douglas Driving: blueprint 
 
Mieke van der Bijl-Brouwer: Breathing 
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Shu: A game 
 
Meiqi Wang: icons 
 
Andy Polaine: Forms are conversations 
 
Lucy kimbell: abuse 
 
Mieke van der Bijl-Brouwer: Machine 
 
Nick Gaff: Tools 
 
Kate S: An unwell child 
 
Liam Fennessy: Stirring the pot / seeds /seedlings 
 
Nina Amini: front stage/back stage (oldie but goodie) 
 
Clare Villalba: Service design as a Forrest rather than a machine 
 
Marta: Experimenting a recipe: you have to try many times and fail to get to the right one 
 
Joanna Saad-Sulonen: Customer 
 
Josina Vink: Stage 
 
Abby Mellick Lopes: Flashlight / acorn oak /Wheel chair / Shadow / Geometries / arrows 
 
Reva: Walking around in the dark with a flashlight. 
 
Vanessa Esperance Rodrigues: Dime a dozen / Top of the pyramid / game / journey / play 
 
Joyce Yee: iceberg 
 
Abby Mellick Lopes: Joyce - yes! Thanks for referencing that yesterday Edward T Hall (1976). 
Also a key metaphor in community economies 
 
Ana Kustrak Korper: system / A “little guy” battlefield 
 
Liam Fennessy: pain…pain points / sensing / silos / levers 
 
Abby Mellick Lopes: Body parts 
 
Courtney McKee: A plane being built in flight 
 
Yoko Akama: that's a great one Courtney! 
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Courtney McKee: Shuffling deckchairs on the Titanic 
 
Josina Vink: Yes! 
 
Yoko Akama: it reminds me of that poem that went viral during COVID. Everyone is in 
different boats in the same storm in the ocean? 
 
Priyanka Rajwade: Great point about detachment @Zhipeng Duan 
 
Andy Polaine: If anyone is interested in exploring the RPG railroad/sandbox continuum (in 
quite a nerdy way): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkXMxiAGUWg 
 
Thomas Lee: Frame/s 
 
Josina Vink: Interesting to think about the role of the (audience’s) gaze in many services 
today 
 
Andy Polaine: @josina - There’s definitely a performative aspect of interactions between 
customers and companies on social media. 
 
Stefan Holmlid: And when we think of performance, spaces become very important. And 
what is the fourth wall in a service? 
 
Andy Polaine: @Stefan Holmlid - that’s where I think the performance metaphor starts to 
fall apart somewhat. Fourth wall only really makes sense if you have an audience willingly 
suspending disbelief. 
 
Courtney McKee: We all have professional and private personas. Impression management 
and social skills like politeness or customer service are to a degree performative. I agree. 
 
Andy Polaine: An example of this may be money, policy, rules and regulations, in that 
they’re constructs everyone agrees (or not) actually exist 
 
Stefan Holmlid: @Andy Polaine exactly. And then there are the cliffhangers; the spaces in-
between service moments? 
 
Mieke van der Bijl-Brouwer: I like the idea of detachment. When are we a ‘real person’ and 
when are we ‘playing a role’ and the way the audience sees the performer. I’ve experienced 
it as a teacher, when I started to share some of my personal stories with students, and they 
referred that they appreciated that they could see their teachers were also humans! So 
even if we’re not feel we’re performing we might be seen as performers. 
 
Courtney McKee: Participating in any social norms could be considered suspending disbelief. 
Unless service is really crap we rarely disrupt the expected patterns of the performance. 
 
Liam Fennessy: Might metaphors also be kind of culturally specific shorthand language 
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(insider language)? Perhaps a linguistic version of the skeuomorphic graphic examples 
Stefan shared about GUI? 
 
Andy Polaine: @Liam – definitely. That’s what Lakoff & Johnson’s Metaphors We Live By 
unpacks and explains. 
 
Stefan Holmlid: @Liam also, we may need to be able to switch between metaphors. 
 
Stefan Holmlid: On the train there will also be different roles, experiences and expectations, 
and ways of behaving 
 
Courtney McKee: Trains can go off the rails. 
 
Liam Fennessy: People go off the rails too! 
 
Courtney McKee: So can metaphors. 
 
Ana Kustrak Korper: Trains can also be ahead of time or late. How is this temporal 
dimension translated into journeys and experiences. 
 
Stefan Holmlid: @ana - also, the rearranging of carriages 
 
Yoko Akama: A lot of the metaphors that seem to be appearing in service design seem to fall 
short for thinking about contexts of violence, harm or extreme vulnerability. This to me 
makes me worry that Design is still assumed with privilege 
 
Andy Polaine: @yokoakama - yes, true. 
 
Andy Polaine: @yokoakama - One of the areas in which collaborative performance/RPG 
game works in that regard is that acting and role-playing really requires a safe space and an 
acknowledgement of the power structures and dynamics, plus agreements of boundaries up 
front. 
 
Stefan Holmlid: @yokoakama - service as war? Hurricane? system of tipping points? 
 
Ana Kustrak Korper: @Stefan Holmlid & Yoko I think service as a battlefield or a minefield is 
a great metaphor to explore especially in countries/environments where public service is 
not perceived as being inclusive and creating a public value. 
 
Andy Polaine: yes 
 
Yoko Akama: @Stefan Holmlid - I guess the metaphor breaks down for me when it acts to 
separate me the phenomenon and people. Metaphor can become a barrier that distances 
you - removes you - rather than be embodied or 'in' it..? 
 
Stefan Holmlid: @yokoakama - that's interesting. Maybe as a design driver, one would 
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design a pluralistic set of metaphors, to be able to keep critical distance, as well as 
embodied engagement? 
 
Andy Polaine: There’s also a process in which a metaphor loses its metaphorical “nature” 
and becomes absorbed into language and culture. It happens all the time – the (very 
irritating) phrase “going forward” is a metaphor in which time is a journey along a path, for 
example, but we no longer think of the metaphor. 
 
Liam Fennessy: Mixed metaphors? 
 
Matthew Willcox iPhone: and offer different experiences based on ‘class’ - same end point 
but v different experience and level of care 
 
Joyce Yee: it struck me that the majority of the metaphors shared by the audience are very 
anthropocentric. Does that reveal something about our ongoing biases and focus? 
 
Duan Zhipeng: @Joyce Yes! 
 
Stefan Holmlid: @joyce - definitely. I guess that in groups working with metaphors, it would 
be necessary to understand how each of us limit the use of the metaphor for analogous 
reasoning. 
 
Duan Zhipeng: Maybe create strange service metaphor as a training of imaging service, such 
Matsutake, ant.. 
 
Douglas Driving: each passenger has their individual purpose for riding the train. They all 
wanna reach Point B, but they once they are there they will continue towards their own 
goal 
 
Marie Van den Bergh: or their is a collision with another train/objevct/person (worst case 
sceanrio), how does the methaphor let us think of the 'other actor' going completely in the 
other direction (of what we are thinking, expectating, assuming,...) 
 
Mieke van der Bijl-Brouwer: Before after is interesting. People might take the bus to get to 
the train and then take the train to get to the airport to fly to another destination. 
 
Courtney McKee: Different modes of transport = different levels of customisation, different 
points of departure, different degrees of agency. 
 
Andy Polaine: Immigration services feel like you’re navigating a series of traps 
 
Courtney McKee: Harmonious or discordant service. 
 
Courtney McKee: Is the service provider playing in sync with the customer and vice versa. 
 
Joyce Yee: Its an interesting exercise to try to dissect a metaphor, but perhaps the 
discussions reveal how limited each individual metaphors are and actually, they are simply 
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used as an initial shorthand (like tools and methods) to introduce a concept/idea but then 
once a common understanding is achieved (or not), deeper discussions and reflections can 
take place in more meaningful way. 
 
Kris Franks: Orchestration has a beginning and end, it is not free or open ended.. 
 
Andy Polaine: Well my favourite metaphor for services is still ecosystems. 
 
Liam Fennessy: @Andy Polaine - the ecosystem metaphor is very interesting as very often in 
service design it equates to keeping only parts of a prior system (i.e.: removing redundancy 
in a system). Actual ecosystems (resilient things) require high degrees of redundancy. 
 
Andy Polaine: @Liam - Yes and if we think in plurals (ecosystems) it also implies that there 
are other interdependent ecosystems. I much prefer this, since it allows for a systems 
approach to services and takes into account the kinds of issuers Yoko and Joyce just brought 
up. 
 
Mieke van der Bijl-Brouwer: @Andy Polaine @Liam, about the ecosystem metaphor. I also 
often wonder how useful that metaphor is. In the origin of wealth, Beinhocker explains well 
how the ecosystem metaphor is misused in economic systems, which is referred to as ‘bio-
babble’. 
 
Liam Fennessy: @Mieke van der Bijl-Brouwer - yes I am always uneasy about it. 
 
Yoko Akama: are parables a metaphor? Like stories that endure because there is a teaching 
in there to expose the continual shortfalls of humans...? 
 
Andy Polaine: @yokoakama - parables contain multiple metaphors, usually, plus one over 
arching analogy. I think that myths and archetypes are important metaphors that are very 
much how we culturally understand our world (and hence very different cultural 
understandings of the world) 
 
Duan Zhipeng: @Andy Polaine yes, myth! 
 
Courtney McKee: Orchestra is a nice metaphor for focusing on the strengths of your service 
team. Who can play what? 
 
Courtney McKee: Also good for looking at the mood of your service and aesthetics. Less so 
for tangible take aways. 
 
Andy Polaine: One of the nicest things about the music/orchestra metaphor is that music 
requires each person to play to the best of their abilities, but still listen else and be in 
rhythm, harmony, etc. If everyone solos, it can be a mess. 
 
Yoko Akama: a bit idealised, no? 
 
Courtney McKee: yes 
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Yoko Akama: that intrinsic desire to 'do their best' can ignore the systems that traps people 
in jobs and roles they'd rather not... 
 
Andy Polaine: @yokoakama I think I’m thinking about that quite differently, but it is 
therefore a good example of how a metaphor can fail us and leave us less aligned in our 

thinking than more  
 
Yoko Akama: I'm just wired to be suspicious of metaphors in design that are a bit too 
pleasant :-p 
 
Thomas Lee: A general reflection: In this discussion I’m reminded something Ian Hacking 
said of language generally, namely that it is more interesting to study the perspective of its 
dynamics, rather than semantics/ stable lexical meanings. In this sense it’s interesting how 
the metaphors we use potentially change the meaning of both source and target domains 
over time. A great example of this is ‘the cell’ metaphor, now naturalised in science, but 
actually architectural earlier, or immunity, which was a legal term that has become 
biological…I wonder whether any good might come of considering ‘service’ itself as 
metaphorical as a source domain… 
 
Kris Franks: The whole is greater than the sum of its parts 
 
Andy Polaine: Good point @Thomas 
 
Abby Mellick Lopes: @Thomas yes great point. Biological metaphors are naturalised and 
sticky 
 
Vanessa Esperance Rodrigues: Maybe it’s about improvisation then? 
 
Courtney McKee: Metaphors are always going to be massively limited. The map is not the 
territory. 
 
Stefan Holmlid: @courtney - exactly! And they are there, used, and sometimes over-used 
 
Andy Polaine: @courtney Yes they can be, but they can also be enlightening. It’s important 
that everyone recognises a metaphor is a metaphor and not literally mapping 
 
Courtney McKee: Squeeze out the good juice and throw away the bitter skin. 
 
Andy Polaine: For me the question is always, “how does this metaphor allow me to 
understand this thing I’m applying it to in a deeper way, with a different lens my own one. 
And where does it start to break down?” 
 
Yoko Akama: hey I'm not in the camp of stopping using metaphors! 
 
Andy Polaine: You’re not on the wagon then Yoko? 
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Yoko Akama: haw haw 
 
Andy Polaine: #dadjoke 
 
Courtney McKee: Service metaphors are like a box of chocolates… 
 
Stefan Holmlid: **What far-out/strange/critical metaphors can you think of? 
 
Priyanka Rajwade: Migration patterns of animals 
 
Bea Luna: (good) services are like vaccines 
 
Stefan Holmlid: intergenerational living 
 
nina amini: dismount a dead horse 
 
Kris Franks: Coincidentally a big flock of geese just flew by here, in very organised triangle 
and going somewhere, speaking to each other… 
 
Priyanka Rajwade: @kris..wow 
 
Liam Fennessy: Digital maturity 
 
Juliet Wong Min: Video games (including cheat codes) 
 
Erin Tan: Post apocalyptic tribal alter-universe 
 
Ana Kustrak Korper: Good services are like happy families- all are alike, while bad ones are 
all bad in their own way 
 
Dr Ravi Mahamuni: raising happy kids 
 
Courtney McKee: Services are a river running through a community. 
 
Joyce Yee: Starling murmurations 
 
Priyanka Rajwade: Ocean waves 
 
Matthew Willcox iPhone: a dance floor 
 
Juliet Wong Min: Training pets 
 
Douglas Driving: World of warcraft 
 
Sarah Heffernan: Bungy jumping 
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Andy Polaine: D&D 
 
Andy Polaine: Public services are like going to the dentist 
 
Sylvan lobo: unlocking a lock - only one key works to move the levers right... 
 
Terra Tan: bad service like bad wifi 
 
Andy Polaine: @terra - haha! 
 
Douglas Driving: rafting 
 
Courtney McKee: An exercise class you show up to for the first time in the wrong workout 
gear. 
 
Bea Luna: @Courtney totally get that! 
 
Douglas Driving: natural selection 
 
Liam Fennessy: evolution 
 
Tania Ivanka: Evolution or The island of Dr Moreau 
 
Courtney McKee: A chapter of Brave New World 
 
Matthew Willcox iPhone: betaphors 
 
Liam Fennessy: a panopticon 
 
Courtney McKee: Love that idea of access to basic services as herd immunity. 

Juliet Wong Min: Talking about vaccines there is also people who are against and for … 
early adopters of services? 
 
Bea Luna: Absolutely @Juliet Wong Wong. E-payment platforms come to mind 
 
Yoko Akama: Is 'concentration camp' going too far? I think we need metaphors in SD to 
remind how violent it can be for racial injustice 
 
Joyce Yee: @yokoakama - how about a ‘ship cruise’? For some people that’s utopian. For 
others, it would be hell. 
 
Yoko Akama: good compromise @Joyce 
 
nina amini: @Joyce - YES! 
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Yoko Akama: sorry for getting too dark everyone 
 
Courtney McKee: Love your darkness yoko. Beautiful deep shades of ethics. 
 
Joyce Yee: @yokoakama dark is good. As you highlighted, design has a propensity to be 
utopian (and with a very specific view of that utopia too). 

Yoko Akama: @courtney  
 
Yoko Akama: @joyce diplomat! 
 
Duan Zhipeng: This is super interesting session! Thanks to Stefan, and to you all. 
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